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In the Land of Big Tech Outposts, a Push
for More Housing
A San Francisco ballot measure would reduce commercial construction if
the city doesn't meet state targets for affordable housing.

A measure on the ballot in San Francisco next month would tie new oﬃce construction to the creation of affordable housing.
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John Elberling likes to play the long game. In 1986, when he was 40, he pushed for a ballot
measure to cap office development in San Francisco, to protect the city’s character from rogue
developers. The voters approved it, but it didn’t matter much, because it turned out the city
didn’t need so many big offices. That is, until now.

Three decades later, San Francisco is finally feeling the cap’s intended pinch—thanks to a
recent influx of tech.
That trigger is not something Elberling, head of the affordable housing nonprofit Todco, would
have predicted in the pre-web era. But from his office in SoMa, a few blocks from the sparkling
new towers occupied by Facebook and Salesforce, Elberling has had a front row seat to the
impacts of a flood of jobs with little housing to match it.
So now he’s turning the knife. Next month, at Elberling’s behest, San Franciscans will vote on
whether to tie the office cap, currently just under a million square feet of new construction per
year, to the city’s ability to build affordable housing. That should make a major dent. In the
past decade, the city has produced just one-third of its affordable housing target, which is
regularly set by the state. If that trend holds, under Elberling’s plan San Francisco would only
be allowed to build one-third of the current office cap.
Elberling sees it as a straightforward formula: the city either builds more affordable homes, or
it eases housing pressure by allowing less space for workers’ ping-pong tables and standing
desks.
Critics say the measure, dubbed Prop E, may have the opposite effect. Constricting supply
would push office rents higher, ensuring only the likes of Google and Facebook can afford
them. Everyone else, from startups to nonprofits, gets priced out. The proposal also doesn’t
address the root causes that limit affordable housing, from the extraordinary costs of
construction to baroque planning procedures and neighborhood opposition. Nor does it
provide what virtually everyone, including Elberling, says the affordable housing pipeline
needs most: more funding.
Still, Elberling is adamant that putting the squeeze on office growth will help get more housing
built. “Politically, it will put more pressure on the city to get more affordable housing funded,
somehow,” he says. “At least the situation will get worse slower. We're doing harm reduction
here.”

“Politically, it will put more pressure on the city to get more a ordable housing
funded, somehow.”
— JOHN ELBERLING, MEASURE E SUPPORTER

That message is likely to be a strong sell among voters in San Francisco, where there’s ample
appetite to make housing more affordable—somehow. Despite wide recognition of the
problem, there’s been little headway thus far. Google, Facebook, and Apple, after long batting
away responsibility for the crisis, have each announced billion-dollar plans to invest in
housing throughout the region. But that’s a drop in the bucket when the median cost of
building an affordable unit is nearly $400,000 in San Francisco, according to the US
Government Accountability Office. The funds are unlikely to offset even those companies’ Bay
Area job growth. Last week, SB 50, an attempt to remove barriers to housing development in
high-transit zones across the state, including much of San Francisco, failed in the California
Senate.
In the 1980s, when San Francisco voters passed the original cap, the situation was different—
less about housing concerns, and more about preservation, as Elberling recalls it. Activists
warned that without limits, San Francisco’s quaint Victorian homes and Gold Rush bordellos
would be ripped out to make way for bank and insurance headquarters. In the end, those fears
were mostly unfounded. As downtowns everywhere struggled, older companies stopped
growing their footprints. The tech firms that overtook them instead opted for sprawling
suburban campuses, relying on shuttle buses and parking lots.
Thus, for decades, the cap was irrelevant, until recently. In the past decade, companies like
Facebook, Google, and Salesforce, wanting to be closer to where their workers live, have
rushed to snap up downtown office space. Vacancy rates are now around 5 percent, and large
projects are pre-leased well before completion, says Robert Sammons, director of research at
Cushman & Wakefield. “We do need the extra office space,” he says. “It’s incredibly tight. Rents
are at record levels and are continuing to rise.”
Those offices are still coming, at least for now, Sammons notes. That’s because Prop E exempts
office developments already in the pipeline from the cap—for now. Those projects will count
against the city’s quota in future years. Still, the sweetener is likely to quell opposition from
developers.
The city projects the long-term effects could be dire. Ted Egan, San Francisco’s city economist,
wrote in a report last week that if the proposition were enacted, the city’s GDP in 20 years
would be 8.5 percent less than without it. The biggest impact: jobs in lower-paying industries

that require offices, like nonprofits. The report notes that lower fees from office development,
which go toward the city’s affordable housing fund, could actually make new units harder to
build. Mayor London Breed and local business groups share that skepticism of the plan.

“We have to think about this regionally and not just citywide.”
— ROBERT SAMMONS, CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

If anything, higher office rents may simply exacerbate trends brought on by housing costs, says
Kim-Mai Cutler, a partner at Initialized Capital and a director at SPUR, an urban planning
think tank. Finding office space isn’t a major problem for early-stage startups—they don’t need
much space, and have venture dollars to cover the cost. But it is an issue for planning ahead,
she says. Eventually, little startups hope to become bigger startups that need to pay for larger
office spaces, along with the salaries of employees who expect to raise kids and buy homes.
“The companies that can afford that are the trillion-dollar companies,” Cutler says. Even
among those founded in San Francisco, companies in Initialized’s portfolio have increasingly
looked to disperse offices elsewhere.
Many companies don’t look too far afield. An office cap might just push companies to
neighboring cities, bringing the strains of growth with them—and not necessarily relieving the
housing pressures in San Francisco itself. “We have to think about this regionally and not just
citywide,” Sammons says. That’s essentially a continuation of the suburban campus model—
only with a preference for proximity to San Francisco, in places like Oakland and the
northernmost parts of Silicon Valley.
Elberling’s opponents point to Stripe, which announced in October that it was decamping to
South San Francisco, a separate city about 10 miles south. The city, known for intense
opposition to new housing, is no urbanist’s dreamscape, and will mean longer commutes for
many workers—often from San Francisco. But such were the tradeoffs, with high rents and
intense competition for large office spaces. “We’re far from the only company dealing with
this,” Patrick Collison, Stripe’s CEO and cofounder, told WIRED in November.
Concerns about future growth may only underline Elberling’s point—that a correction is
needed to help bring housing and job growth back in line. He notes the commercial

development fees don’t cover nearly enough housing to offset the jobs they bring into the city,
predicting the cap will force commercial developers to find more substantive ways to fund
affordable housing, such as building units onsite.
Elberling acknowledges the solutions need to be regional, eventually. But other cities will have
to pass “balanced growth” initiatives of their own; a regional measure, he says, would prove
too expensive for him to mount. This time around, it’s the future of San Francisco once again
on the ballot. “What’s the right future for the city?” he says. “Who is the city for?” As before,
Elberling can’t predict the exact answer, but he thinks he can foresee the trend.
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Forensics Expert Explains How to Analyze Bloodstain Patterns

Crime scene analyst Matthew Steiner teaches the techniques forensics experts use to investigate bloodstain
patterns, ranging from easy to difficult. Matthew explains how different types of forces create different
bloodstain patterns in the crime scenes, and demonstrates how they can analyze these patterns to figure
out how a crime was committed.
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